In this supplementary information, we derive analytical expressions for surface plasmon coupled emission near a cylindrical nanowire of circular cross-section and show that it does not depend on losses. This leads to an unambiguous definition of the mode volume in the general case. Finally, we discuss the behaviour of the Green's tensor near the SPP resonance and implications for the calculation of the collective decay rate.
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I. CLOSED FORM EXPRESSIONS FOR SURFACE PLASMON COUPLED EMISSION RATE
We derive analytical expressions of the surface plasmon coupled emission rate in a cylindrical lossless metallic waveguide exactly and in the quasistatic approximation.
A. Quasistatic lossless expression
Assuming quasistatic fields, and keeping only the SPP contribution to the decay rate, Chang et al recently derived the plasmon rate near a lossless metallic nanowire [1]
for a radially oriented dipole at distance d to the wire surface. The coefficient α pl is given by α pl = 3(ǫ 1 − ǫ 2 ) ǫ 1 (κ 1⊥ R) 2 I 1 (κ 1⊥ R)/I 0 (κ 1⊥ R) dχ(κ 1⊥ R)/dx (S2)
For a dipole oriented along the axis of the waveguide, following the same method, we obtain Γ z SP P
and Γ φ SP P = 0 for an orthoradial dipolar emitter.
B. Exact Lossless expression
The decay rate into a guided mode can be exactly expressed for a lossless waveguide [2, 3]
For a circular metallic waveguide, modal fields are known so that a fully analytical expression is achieved. To this aim, we use the following expressions of the electric and magnetic fields for the fundamental plasmonic mode [1]
with b 1 and b 2 are related by boundaries conditions
and k i⊥ (i = 1, 2) are imposed by the dispersion relation of the T M 0 SPP mode
The wavenumber in medium i obeys k
the propagation constant of the guided mode. Figure S1 represents the mode profiles at the two wavelengths considered in the main article. It clearly shows the strong mode confinement at the metal/dielectric interface.
Modes are normalized according to lossless condition (see Ref.
[2]).
We now turn to the denominator of eq. S4. The integration of the Poynting vector is calculated thanks to the expressions of electric and magnetic fields inside and outside the nanowire. The integration over the domain outside (N out ) the nanowire is given by
Using the properties of Bessel functions, and reminding that
we get
so that the value of N out is given by
Finally, the integral is definite [4] so that N out simplified to
Similarly, we achieve for the integration over the domain inside the fiber
As shown in Fig. S1 , the modal fields are non negligible only outside the metallic wire so that the N in contribution can be neglected. This is confirmed by full numerical evaluation of the ratio N in /N out presented in Fig. S2 . N in contributes for 4% (0.02%) to the full integral at λ = 525 nm (λ = 800 nm).
Finally, thanks to Eqs. (S5) and (S11), the decay rate into plasmon modes (Eq. S4) 
where
The value of k 1⊥ is purely imaginary since k < k 1 . The plasmonic wave is therefore evanescent in the embedding medium. E u refers to the component of the SPP electric field along the emitter dipole orientation and is given by Eq. S5. Therefore orthoradial dipole does not couple to the guided SPP. This expression is an approximation since we neglect the N in contribution but the full exact expression is easily achieved from Eq. S12.
C. Exact Lossy formulation
For completeness, we also recall, the exact lossy formulation of Purcell factor near an
D. Relaxations channels
In figure S3, Γ SP P is represented for a gold nanowire of radius R = 10 nm at λ = 800 nm in an embedding medium of permittivity ǫ 1 = 2.25. The three derivations Eqs. (S1,S13,S14) are in full agreement. Note that for larger wires, the quasistatic approximation deviates from the exact calculation [3, 5] but we do not observe any difference between the lossy and lossless cases [5] . We also present in Fig. S4 the three mains channels contributing to the non radiative rate: surface plasmon coupled emission (T M 01 mode) that dominates, electron scattering that occurs at short distances and coupling into the HE 11 SPP mode that appears at large distance since this mode extension is larger than for the T M 01 mode (but the non radiative rate is then negligible).
II. EFFECTIVE VOLUME
The effective volume appears in the Purcell factor with the expression
where Q and V ef f refers to the mode quality factor and effective volume, respectively. Here, the mode quality factor is Q = k SP P /∆k SP P = n SP P k 0 L SP P . We define the complex propagation constant k SP P (ω) = (n SP P + in ′′ SP P )k 0 where n SP P is the mode effective index and L SP P = λ/(4πn ′′ SP P ). The mode effective index and propagation constant are derived by direct resolution of the dispersion relation (using Davidenko's algorithm) or deduced from the 2D-LDOS resonance.
We achieved excellent agreement between the two methods, as shown in Fig. S5 . Note 
A. Quality factor
The quality factor is represented in Fig. S6 . It typically varies from 10 to 60 for nanowires radius between 10 and 100 nm. This low quality factor originates from strong SPP losses.
B. Effective volume and area
The mode volume and area are determined considering the coupling rate for a randomly oriented emitter at the wire surface. Coupling rate into plasmon mode
with ∆ρ tot = ∆ρρ(R, k S P P ) + ∆ρφ(R, k S P P ) + ∆ρẑ(R, k S P P ) .
and we have used Q = n SP P k 0 L SP P .
The expression of the effective volume is therefore
Due to the finite propagation of the mode, we define the effective area by V ef f = A ef f × L SP P . This is in agreement with the usual effective volume definition
By identification the effective area is given by
As shown in the main text, ∆ρ tot /L SP P is independant on the losses in the metal. Therefore, the effective area can be calculated in the lossless case.
C. Lossless expression of the effective area
The excellent agreement between the lossless and lossy expression of Γ SP P (cf. Fig. S3 ) leads us to use the lossless expression to define the effective area
By combining this former equation with equations Eq. S5 and Eq. S11 we get
were we again neglect the field inside the metal wire. The representation of the effective area is given in Fig. 5 of the main article.
III. COOPERATIVE DECAY RATE OF TWO EMITTERS NEAR A NANOWIRE A. Cooperative decay rate and SPP contribution
The cooperative decay rate of two coupled dipoles p 1 = p 1 u 1 and p 2 = p 2 u 2 , located at (r 1// , z 1 ) and (r 2// , z 2 ) writes
where ∆z = z 1 − z 2 is separation distance between the two dipoles. It is useful to use symmetrical properties of the Green's tensor. Indeed, reciprocity theorem leads to
where superscript ⊤ refers to transpose.
Additionnally, the 3D-Green's tensor is the inverse Fourier transform of
From Eqs. S24 and S25, it is straightforward to demonstrate
As a consequence, the cooperative decay rate simplifies if we consider two identical dipoles at the same position compared to the nanowire (i.-e. r 2// = r 1// = r // ):
The SPP contribution to the dipole-dipole coupling is achieved by limiting the integral to the SPP resonance. Figure S7 shows the variations of G 2D near the resonance. The real and imaginary parts follow general resonance shape:
where forward and backward propagation are represented and fonction parity is satisfied. It is then possible to express the SPP contribution to the collective rate [7] Γ SP P
where Cauchy's theorem is used to solve integration (S32). Finally, with the help of Eqs. 1 and 2 in the main text, we obtain
(S36)
B. Numerical simulations
We present on Fig. S8 the cooperative decay for two orthoradially or longitudinally oriented emitters closed to a gold nanowire, at emission wavelength λ = 800 nm. For longitudinal dipoles, the behavior is very similar to the radial orientation discussed in the main text, although slightly lower rates. In case of orthoradial dipolars emitters, there is no SPP mediated coupling since guided plasmon has no matching component. The main contribution to the cooperative decay rate is therefore radiative emission. The oscillation period is then governed by the free-space wavelength (λ = n ef f λ SP P with n ef f = 5.155). [6] The inverse Fourier Transform is generally written with e −ikz(z 2 −z 1 ) . We prefer the equivalent form S25 [e ikz(z 1 −z 2 ) ] since it clearly indicates propagation from r 2 to r 1 with positive wavevector k z .
